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OVERVIEW
LEARNING OBJECTIVE

DURATION

Gardeners will learn about and practice planting a nursery.
MATERIALS NEEDED

• Flipchart and markers
• Sand, coconut coir, or rice hulls
for mixing with nursery soil
• 3 buckets good quality soil or
well-prepared compost
• Seeds
• Fencing material

1.5
hours

• Netting to protect
seeds and young seedlings
• Tools for digging a garden bed

• Small containers with drainage holes
in the bottom where gardeners can
start seedlings (can also be fashioned
from large leaves)

KEY CONCEPTS
• Plant nurseries are well-protected small beds or containers to grow young
seedlings before transferring them to our garden beds.
• Nurseries can be used with almost any vegetable crop except root vegetables.
• Nurseries should always be well watered, protected from pests, and have loose,
sandy soil so it is easy for roots to grow.

TRAINING AGENDA

03

1 Introduction and warm-up

DISCUSSION

10 min

2 How do we build a nursery?

DISCUSSION

40 min

3 Build a nursery

PRACTICAL ACTIVITY

40 min

7 Closing discussion

DISCUSSION

10 min
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10 min

1. Introduction and warm-up
Welcome gardeners to the training. Do a brief introduction to today’s topic and review the training
agenda. You may want to outline the training agenda on your flipchart or board so gardeners can see
it when they arrive.
Conduct a warm-up exercise or ice-breaker to make sure all gardeners feel welcome and are ready to
fully participate. Suggested warm-up and ice-breaker activities can be found in the Facilitator’s Guide:
Encouraging Learning through Participant Engagement.
Participant Engagement Guide

40 min

2. How do we build a nursery?
INTERACTIVE DISCUSSION
GOAL OF DISCUSSION: To share with participants the key components of an effective nursery and
how to build one.
FACILITATOR PREPARATION: Select a training site where gardeners can have a discussion and then
move to a site where gardeners can establish a plant nursery.
MATERIALS NEEDED: Flipchart and markers
1. Tell gardeners that plant nurseries are places where we can grow
young seedlings and keep them protected before we move them
into our garden beds.
2. Review the reasons why we would want to use a nursery with
gardeners.

CREATING
A GOOD
PLANT
NURSERY

3. Ask gardeners to share their past experiences of using a nursery.
Write down on your flipchart or board the recommendations
gardeners have for creating and using a nursery.
4. Discuss the best practices for building a nursery with gardeners.

KEY MESSAGES
Plant nurseries can help us…
… protect young seedlings from being eaten by pests.
... protect young seedlings from being damaged by heavy rains or wind.
… select strong, healthy seedlings to grow in our garden beds.
… not waste garden bed space on seeds that do not germinate.
… not waste expensive seeds.
... quickly replant garden beds with mature plants after a harvest.
		 This helps us always have vegetables available to eat!
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How should we build a good nursery?
If using containers or seed trays…
• Select plastic or wood containers with good
drainage holes in the bottom. These can
also be made from large leaves. Select larger
containers for large seeds or seedlings that
will be in containers >20 days. Select small
containers for small seeds or seedlings that
will be in containers for <20 days.
• Fill containers with light, fluffy soil or
compost that is mixed with some sand
because the soil in containers can easily
become compacted.
• Sprinkle enough seeds in the container
so that 2–3 will germinate. The number of
seeds you use will vary depending on how
many seeds you expect to germinate and
the price of the seed.
• Cover seeds with the appropriate amount of
soil.
• Find a site to keep containers where it is
sunny most of the day and it will be easy to
water plants 1–2 times a day depending on
how hot it is. The surface of the soil should
always be moist to the touch.

If using a fertile place close to your
household…
• Select a site that has loose, fluffy soil. If
possible, mix sand into the top layer of the
soil. A banana stem, stones, or wooden
boards can be used to make a raised plot.
• The nursery site should be sunny most of
the day and protected with a small fence or
net so that seedlings are safe from pests,
birds, and farm animals.
• Mark out which sections of the site will be
planted with which vegetable seeds.
• Sow seeds
• Cover seeds with the appropriate amount of
soil.
• Keep seeds well-watered and protected.
This may involve watering seeds 1–2 times a
day depending on how hot it is. The surface
of the soil should always be moist to the
touch.

• Keep containers protected from pests and
weather.

Soil media for the nursery
• Seeds already contain all the nutrients they need to start growing. Many vegetables do not start
using nutrients from the soil until one week after they germinate when they start using a very
small amount. It is more important for young plants to grow big, strong root systems that will
feed them later on in life than it is for them to receive nutrients now. For this reason, our nurseries
should have loose, airy soil that does not inhibit roots from growing. Mixing fertile soil with sand in
a 1:1 ratio is ideal.
• A raised bed can be created to keep the sandy soil contained to one area.
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40 min

3. Build a nursery
PRACTICAL ACTIVITY
GOAL OF ACTIVITY: Gardeners will apply their knowledge of starting a plant nursery by building a
small nursery using both a garden bed and containers.
MATERIALS NEEDED:
• Sand, coconut coir, or rice hulls for mixing with nursery soil
• 3 buckets good quality soil or well-prepared compost
• Seeds
• Fencing material
• Netting to protect seeds and young seedlings
• Tools for digging a garden bed
• Small containers with drainage holes in the bottom where gardeners can start seedlings
1. Have gardeners select a site to prepare as a nursery. Discuss with gardeners how they will keep the
seedlings protected from pests and harsh weather and how they will access the water they need
for the nursery.
2. Prepare a small garden bed as the nursery site, making sure to create a very fine soil tilth in the top
20 cm of soil. Use your hands to break up any large clumps of soil. Mix sand or other media into
the top 10 cm of the soil. The bed can be raised by adding rocks, banana stems, or wooden boards
to the bed borders.
3. Sow seeds and erect fence and/or netting around the planted area.
4. Have gardeners also prepare containers to grow seedlings so they experience both methods.
5. Make sure all seeds are well watered and protected from pests and heavy weather before leaving
the site.

10 min

4. Closing discussion
Ask gardeners to summarize their key insights around building a nursery.

Additional resources are available at toolbox.avrdc.org
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